
AARON SMITH TAKES DOMINANT FIRST WIN IN       

ZOLDER 

 

Round 4 of the Vertex Stock Car Cup saw a return for the championship to the                

Belgium Zolder circuit - the scene of the penultimate round of the first series.              

The knowledge from the previous race would be of great value to the             

front-runners who would be able to use it to help manage their tyres.             

However, it was second-place finisher from the previous visit Aaron Smith,           

who not only mastered the tyre wear, but also the circuit to take his first win. 

Zolder had produced one of the best races in the first series and, with a high                

percentage of returning drivers the expectations were high for another classic race.            

This time, however, the race will not be remembered for a final corner incident and               

the resulting penalty for the race winner, but a dominated well-managed race win by              

Aaron Smith. 

Sixteen drivers lined up for the start of the 30-lap race, with eventual winner Smith               

sitting on the pole with Alex Sedgwick alongside and local driver Bryan Crauwels,             

winner of the previous race and Jason Glen making up the front two rows. 



Smith led the traditional rolling start and got the drop on Sedgwick, leading the field               

as they raced into the first turn. Behind, Crauwels is tapped on his rear bumper by                

the following car causing him to go straight on dropping him down to the fifth place.                

Meanwhile, Ben Creanor got a great run from the start and moved up five places into                

fourth place with less than a lap completed. By the end of the second lap, he was up                  

another place. At the front, the lead pair of Smith and Sedgwick was already pulling               

away, with Connor Mills on their tail in third place. 

On lap 4, another battle was developing between Guillaume Hesnault, Mikey Doble            

and the recovering Crauwels for fifth place. Behind, Jaz Harvey was close on their              

heels. Crauwels’ woes continued as the chasing Jaz Harvey made contact with him             

in the Villeneuve chicane, resulting in him spinning down to the ninth place. 

As the race progressed, the field spread out with several groups battling for position              

throughout the field. 

On lap 6, Smith had increased his lead over Sedgwick to 1.6 seconds with Sedgwick               

having to drive defensively to hold back third-place driver Mills. Smith used this to              

his advantage and further extended his lead over Sedgwick who gradually pulled            

away from Mills but, in doing so, had to use more of his tyres, which would hamper                 

his progress later in the race. 

On Lap 8, Harvey hit pit lane to serve a drive-through penalty for the earlier contact                

with Crauwels, dropping him down to the fourteenth place. 

At the front, Smith’s lead had extended to 2.7 seconds over Sedgwick, with Mills 3.0               

seconds behind Sedgwick and the hard-charging Creanor in fourth, 2.0 seconds           

further back. 

Fourteen cars were on the lead lap with only Geoff Hooper and George Tolsma one               

lap down. On lap 13, Creanor caught Mills and passed him as tyre wear started to                

affect lap times across the field. As the drivers entered the expected tyre window, it               

was the drivers who had managed their tyres or not over-stressed them which             

benefitted the most. 



The first car to hit the pit lane was Marcel Freiensehner then closely followed by               

Mills, pitting for four tyres and fuel out of fourth place. A lap later on lap 15, Creanor                  

and Hesnault pitted for tyres as the leaders stayed out, allowing Crauwels to benefit              

from track position to move into third place. 

Having pitted earlier than Creanor, Mills was able to pass him, taking back his track               

position from Creanor. 

With tyres dropping off, the three lead cars pitted on lap 17, handing the race lead                

over to Billy Fletcher who remained out on old tyres. Smith won the race off pit lane                 

and retained and extended his lead over Sedgwick, as the two drivers rejoined in              

second and third place. 

With two-lap newer tyres, Creanor closed on Mills and, in turn 3, with better grip               

managed to drive around the outside of Mills to take back track position and move               

into fourth place. 

Fletcher’s lead at the front quickly started to reduce as Smith on new tyres was able                

to lap considerably quicker; on lap 19, Fletcher pitted from the lead, handing it back               

to Smith who would go onto lead all but two laps of the race. 

With just nine laps to go, a gap had developed between Mills and Creanor, whilst at                

the front Smith had a comfortable gap over Sedgwick in second. 

Lap 23, Crauwels finally got past Hesnault as Hesnault took too much kerb in the               

Kleine chicane ruining his exiting and allowing Crauwels to out-drag him up the hill.              

Further back, Fletcher on newer tyres due to his later pit stop was the quickest car                

on the track and easily caught and passed Doble to move into seventh place. 

At the front, Smith led by 9.6 seconds from Sedgwick and on lap 26, Mills pits again                 

for tyres, rejoining in ninth place, 8.0 seconds behind eighth place. 

As lap 27 is completed, Creanor picked up the award for the highest move with a                

total of seven places gained from his starting position. As Smith took the white flag               

for the penultimate lap the fast charging Mills was quickly catching Glen but, pushing              

too hard, he spun in the Villeneuve chicane dropping him down to twelfth place. 



No such dramas were experienced by Smith, as he took a dominant win over              

second-place Sedgwick who crossed the line drifting his clearly ill-handling Toyota in            

second place. 

Third place went to Creanor, with Crauwels a well-deserved fourth and Hesnault and             

Fletcher making up the top six. 

Doble, Glen, Harvey and Yarranton capped off the top ten. The second visit to Zolder               

produced another great race and the celebratory burn out from race winner was a              

perfect sign off for a first well-deserved win in the Vertex Stock Car Cup 

The series now moves to the next round in Iowa at the Iowa Speedway, the fastest                

short track in the world. 


